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Introduction

The office systems cross-industry sector report is written each year by
INPUT as one of seven reports on cross-industry sectors of the U.S.

information services industry. The seven cross-industry sectors are:

1. Engineering and Scientific

2. Accounting

3. Human Resources

4. Planning and Analysis

5. Education and Training

6. Office Systems

7. Other Cross-Industry

These reports are included as part of INPUT'S Market Analysis Program
(MAP), a planning service for information services vendors.

A
Purpose and Organization

1. Purpose

The objectives of this forecast update are to:

• Identify the business and technological issues and trends that are driving

the use of information services within this cross-industry sector.

• Forecast user expenditures during the next five years on information

services for the office systems cross-industry sector.

• Discuss the competitive environment and profile leading vendors in the

office systems cross-industry sector.

Emphasis is placed on updating INPUT'S 1990 forecasts and forecast

assumptions for the office systems cross-industry sector, and what has

changed in the forces impacting this market over the last 12 months. A
discussion of recent competitive events, such as significant product an-

nouncements and/or acquisitions, is also included.
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The report provides readers with insights and information that will help

them:

• Review the forces shaping the market
• Develop internal corporate financial projections

• Identify new markets and product and services opportunities

• Assess the competitive trends

• Determine potential market directions

• Assist in prioritizing investments

2. Organization

This report consists of three chapters and one appendix. The report is

organized as follows:

• Chapter I - Introduction—introduces and defines the office systems

cross-industry sector and information services delivery modes to be
forecasted.

• Chapter II - Information Services Market—Presents information services

user expenditures forecasts by delivery mode and submode for the office

systems cross-industry sector.

• Chapter HI - Competitive Environment—Synopsis of competitive events

occurring over the last 12 months and vendor profiles.

• Appendix A - Forecast Data Base—Detailed forecast by delivery mode
and submode for the office systems cross-industry sector. Contains a

reconciliation to the previous year's forecast.

• Appendix B - Definitions—Cross-industry sector and information

services definitions used in this report are defined. For all of informa-

tion services industry definitions, the reader is referred to INPUT'S
Definition ofTerms found in the overview binder of the Market Analysis

Program.

B

Description of Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector

This report addresses the U.S. information services industry for the office

systems cross-industry sector. It includes user expenditures that are

noncaptive (generally available to vendors). Many large organizations

have portions of their information services requirements satisfied by
internal divisions. The resulting expenditure is not available for competi-

tive bid by the general vendor community and is not included in INPUT'S
projections.
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INPUT defines cross-industry information services as packaged functional

application solutions that are used by multiple industry sectors. In other

words, these application solutions are not verticalized. For example,

accounting, and planning and analysis are functions that are similar

enough across all industries to be considered markets in their own right for

nonverticalized application solutions.

The office systems cross-industry sector encompasses four application

areas: integrated office systems, word processing, desktop publishing and
graphics.

1. Integrated Office Systems (lOS)

lOSs typically include the following core functions, all of which are

accessed from the same terminal, microcomputer or workstation:

• Electronic mail

• Decision support systems

• Time management
• Filing system

Additional applications software—such as word processing, spreadsheet,

and line-of-business software—is interfaced to, and accessible through,

the lOS shell. lOS user expenditure forecasts in this report exclude these

additional software products because they are purchased separately from

the lOS.

^ An lOS performs in a similar way on all platforms. It has come to be

viewed as the "glue" that connects workers with one another, enabling

them to access data from multiple data bases resident on a number of hosts

or servers, and enabling them to integrate line-of-business software with

personal software productivity tools. Thus, an lOS is really more than an

office system; it is a corporate communications environment.

lOSs capitalize on the cross-platform architectures of major vendors.

Major hardware vendors—such as IBM, Data General, Digital, Hewlett-

Packard—are key lOS vendors. WordPerfect's Office is a LAN-based
lOS offering by a leading independent software vendor.

2. Word Processing

Word processing is the most common microcomputer application and is a

basic application within any lOS. Word processing addresses several

levels of functionality, from the production of simple correspondence to

large document generation where many people within different depart-

ments have input.
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The newest releases of Word 5.0 and WordPerfect 5.5 include kerning,

fractional-point control of line spacing, graphic importing, absolute posi-

tioning of graphic items on a page, and automatic text flow through a

multipage and multicolumn document—features that were once the sole

domain of desktop publishing software.

3. Desktop Publishing

The distinction between graphics-based word processing and desktop

publishing (DTP) is becoming blurred. Because DTP markets are being

usurped at the low end by word processing packages, DTP vendors are

looking at the sort of shared document production facilities that high-end,

workstation-based publishing packages have always had. They are also

attempting to automate more of the design process.

4. Graphics

Office systems graphics includes:

• Presentation graphics, which represents the bulk of office systems

graphics. Most presentations involve a combination of graphs and text.

It is used to communicate a series of messages to an audience rather than

to analyze data. The presentation graphics software market is almost

exclusively microcomputer oriented (workstation-based graphics pack-

ages are primarily used for scientific and technical chores.) Close

linkages have been made among presentation graphics products, word
processing and desktop publishing, as well as spreadsheets and DBMSs.

• Paint and line art including drawing programs, such as MacDraw and

MacPaint, used for illustrations. Libraries of clip art objects are available

for users who are trying to piece together presentations in a hurry.

These products are closely tied to desktop publishing products.

• In the next few years, desktop scanners for both text (OCR) and graph-

ics will begin to compete for desk space with personal computers and

printers. As more people buy scanners, prices will drop. Even as prices

drop, scanners are becoming more accurate and more versatile. The
scanner market, however, is still too small to have a standardized soft-

ware interface.

• Page description languages describe how text and graphics are displayed

on the computer monitor and/or printed page.

• Electronic form programs allow users to create and print forms in-house.

Some appUcations work with OCR scanners, allowing users to scan

pictures and logos directly on the forms. Over the next five years,

electronic forms applications will increasingly be merged with digital

document management, and reduce traditional printing costs and storage

space requirements.
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Graphics packages that are used for presentations or freehand drawings

and/or are ancillary to desktop publishing are part of office systems.

However, graphics software that is data driven and ancillary to data

analysis is included in INPUT'S Cross-Industry Markets 1991-1996:

Planning and Analysis Sector report. CAD/CAM and CAE are included

in the manufacturing industries vertical market reports. Graphical user

interfaces, such as Microsoft Windows and IBM's Presentation Manager
are systems software products and are included in the U.S. Systems Soft-

ware Market, 1991-1996 report.

Cross-industry application solutions are delivered via appUcations soft-

ware products, turnkey systems and transaction processing services.

Management support information services such as systems operations,

systems integration and professional services, information delivery ser-

vices and systems software are excluded from cross-industry consider-

ation.
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Information Services Market

This chapter presents user expenditure forecasts for office systems cross-

industry information services by delivery mode. Assumptions driving the

forecasts are provided.

Note that these forecasts do not include industry-specific application

solutions. The markets for these types of information services are pre-

sented in industry-specific MAP reports rather than the cross-industry

reports.

Section A—Overview—discusses the overall size and growth rate of user

expenditures for office systems cross-industry information services.

Section B—^Delivery Mode Analysis—breaks out this same forecast into

input's delivery modes. The delivery modes that are applicable to cross-

industry sectors are:

• Applications software products

• Transaction processing services

• Turnkey systems

The following five delivery modes are not included in this cross-industry

report:

• Network services

• Systems software

• Systems integration

• Systems operations

• Professional services

In addition, utility processing services and other processing services are

excluded. These seven areas are discussed in several of INPUT'S delivery

mode reports.
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A
Overview

The overall size and growth rate for office systems cross-industry sector

IS expenditures are shown in Exhibit II- 1.

Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector
Information Services Market, 1991-1996

Office systems is truly a cross-industry application. And because of the

generic nature of many office tasks, office systems are almost always

purchased from outside vendors rather than developed in-house. It is not

likely that office systems will become industry-specific. Rather, separate

vertical applications software products will be accessible through, and

integrated with, office systems. These are two key reasons why office

systems is one of the largest and fastest growing sectors for information

services.

Exhibit II-2 lists overall driving forces impacting the demand for office

systems cross-industry information services during the 1991-1996 time

frame.
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EXHIBIT 11-2

Office Systems
Information Services Driving Forces

User need for interoperability

Windows

Added functionality and enhancements

Incorporation of new technologies

Corporations seek software integration in practically all parts of their

businesses, including the office. The eventual goal of office systems

integration is to improve productivity through provision of a set of ser-

vices on every knowledgeworker's desk. This set of services will include

personal productivity tools, access and sharing of additional applications

software, data and peripherals, and easy electronic communications

throughout the corporation.

This vision is what has promoted the whole concept of office automation

which had its beginnings in the late 1970s and early 1980s. To date, the

so-called automated office has been elusive. Nonetheless strides are being

made and this vision continues to Ught the way for what are now called

integrated office systems.

In addition to the overall notion of improving white collar worker produc-

tivity through the automated office, new operating systems including

Windows, added functionality and enhancements, and integration of new

technologies will promote growth over the next five years.

Although DOS is expected to continue to outsell Windows for the next

several years, a flurry of activity is underway to port office systems prod-

ucts to Windows. In fact, office systems is embracing Windows more

quickly and enthusiastically than any other cross-industry or industry-

specific sector.

The following are only a few examples of new Windows-based products

fueling office systems growth:

• Microsoft, Lotus, WordPerfect and WordStar all have Windows 3.0-

based word processing products.

• Aldus and Ventura have DTP products for Windows.

• Hewlett-Packard will support Microsoft's Object Linking and Embed-

ding technology in NewWave, making it possible for OLE applications

to run under NewWave.
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• Graphics products already shipping under Windows are Microsoft's

PowerPoint, Aldus Corp's Persuasion, and Computer Associates CA/
Cricket Presents. Lotus' Freelance and SPC's Harvard Graphics will be
introduced soon as well.

Although Windows is the latest hot operating system, other multiuser and
multitasking operating systems—such as Apple's System 7, UNIX, Win-
dows NT, and perhaps new versions of OS/2—will gain momentum in the

office as well.

In order to expand their markets, DTP vendors are adding additional

functionality:

• Ventura and Aldus both now have data base publishers which enable

users to more easily style and prepare data base information for incorpo-

ration into desktop publishing applications software products.

• Ventura is pursuing the color DTP market. Although market awareness
and acceptance of color will take time, it may expand the market to

include a broader function for DTP within corporations.

• Eventual workgroup publishing for DTP—including revision tracking

and keeping specific areas/functions designated for specific people

—

will help to sustain the DTP market as well.

• View-only copies of electronic documents has large market potential

and will be a growth inhibitor for DTP in the future. The advantages of

maintaining and updating documents centrally and then distributing

them for viewing to a large audience are obvious when compared to the

process of hardcopy distribution.

In order to expand their markets and sustain high growth rates, graphics

products are incorporating enhancements and upgrades, making the more
sophisticated resemble low-end CAD.

Graphics products are also incorporating features that make it easier for

users to create graphical presentations. For example templates

—

Preformatted, styUstically coordinated skeleton presentations combining a

variety of different elements—guide users who aren't artistically inclined.

Users can copy and paste their own graphics into the template and replace

sample text with their own text. Ease of use presentation graphics is

critically important because users of presentation graphics packages do not

typically use them with any great frequency—and ability to easily releam

the packages is important.

In the future, integration of the following kinds of technologies with office

systems will promote growth for this cross-industry sector:
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• Image scanning and optical disks

• Document management and text retrieval software—being pioneered by
companies such as Verity and Information Dimensions

• Multimedia capabilities

Although the office systems market will continue to experience healthy

growth for the reasons cited above growth will be inhibited by the factors

summarized in Exhibit II-3.

EXHIBIT 11-3

Office Systems Information Services
Growth Inhibitors

• Technology barriers

• User confusion

• Market maturity and cannibalism

• lOSs vie for attention

Integration of applications and functions and hardware interoperability

have a long way to go. In fact these technology barriers will get worse

before they get better: the multitude of operating systems such as Win-
dows, DOS, UNIX, OS/2, System 7, and Solaris, fragment the market

rather than move the market toward standards.

Customer confusion—due to the increasing number of choices of hard-

ware, systems software and appUcations software technologies—is a

negative influence overall for applications software products including

office systems.

• Word processing - New hardware shipments is one of the primary

drivers for word processing applications software products. However,

hardware shipment rates have declined dramatically and will remain low

at least for the next 12 to 18 months. Although new generations of word
processing products continue to be introduced, many users will remain

satisfied with what they have, adopting a "if its not broken, why fix it?"

mentality.

• Desktop publishing - Introduction of the 300-dpi Apple LaserWriter

with Adobe Systems Inc's PostScript page description language in

January 1985 marked the advent of DTP. Such an obvious need existed

for DTP that user expenditures grew and reached maturation rapidly.
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• As word processing packages become more sophisticated, they will

usurp what was the sole domain of desktop publishing packages. Both
Microsoft and WordPerfect versions 5.0 supply graphic image import-

ing, graphical page preview, support for multiple type sizes and styles,

detailed page layout controls, and drivers for high-end laser printers and
typesetting machines. At the high end, electronic publishing products

(not included in the office systems sector) from vendors such as Frame
Technology and Interleaf, Inc. limit the market potential for sophisti-

cated DTP.

• Graphics - Graphics packages are in competition with graphically-

oriented word processing packages and spreadsheets. Some of the high-

end word processors now have layout capability and can create a variety

of attractive tables and bulleted charts. Some, such as WordPerfect's

latest release can import graphs and images. Similarly, many spread-

sheets of recent vintage provide advanced graphing and layout capabili-

ties, including color and three-dimensionality, sophisticated text editing

and a variety of type styles and fonts.

• Standalone graphics products may eventually be relegated to those users

with specific needs that want something other than what is already

integrated with their lOS or WP or DTP.

• Integrated Office Systems - Given the trend towards integration of

separate office applications software products through a GUI, most
notably Windows, users question the need for a full-blown lOS. An
lOS, as it has been traditionally defined, may not be needed as the

"glue". Although a sluggish economy will not have a negative impact

on expenditures for relatively inexpensive personal productivity tools

—

such as PC-based word processors, graphics and DTP applications

—

lOSs are viewed with skepticism during an economic downturn.

B

Delivery Mode Analysis

As can be seen from the forecast presented in Exhibit II-4, applications

software products expenditures will experience healthy growth over the

next five years. However, expenditures on turnkey systems are flat and

processing services expenditures are declining.
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EXHIBIT 11-4

Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector
Information Services by Delivery Mode, 1991-1996

Applications

Software

Processing

Services

Turnkey

Systems

36

26

66

H74

X
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J. J I L

500 1000 1500 2000 2500

User Expenditures
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-fh 5000

Following is a discussion of each of the individual delivery mode fore-

casts.

1. Applications Software Products

input's estimate of the 1991 applications software products market by

hardware platform for the office systems cross-industry sector is presented

in Exhibit II-5.

• Growth of expenditures for mainframe-based applications software

products is due almost exclusively to price increases on previously

existing WP and lOS licenses.

• A transition has been underway over the last two years from host/

terminal-based lOSs to client/server based lOSs, which means growth at

the workstation/PC level. All lOS vendors have made or are making this

transition.
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- Hewlett-Packard, NCR and AT&T lOSs now run on LANs rather

than mainframes and are client/server in orientation.

- IBM and DEC, the keepers of the first generation of proprietary office

systems, have recently announced enhancements to their systems to

operate on the client/server model as well.

• Only a small portion of expenditures on word processing applications

software products is for mainframe-based products. Word processing

on minicomputers is also rapidly diminishing as WP remains strongly

positioned as a personal productivity tool.

• By the very nature of its definition, desktop publishing is not on the

mainframe.

EXHIBIT 11-5

Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector
Applications Software Products Market, 1991-1996

Mainframe

Minicomputer

1,190

Workstation/PC
1,453

CAGR
(Percent)

^ 1991

1996

13

3,186
17

J

1000 2000 3000 4000

User Expenditures ($ Millions)

2. Processing Services

The processing services portion of the office systems information services

market consists largely of presentation graphics services performed by
outside service bureaus. Service bureaus convert the presentation graphics

images either to color slides or to hard-copy prints used in the actual

presentation. So-called office automation services—such as Profs which
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was the predecessor to IBM's OfficeVision—are available on a timeshar-

ing basis by companies such as Litton Computer Services in case custom-

ers want them, but they are seldom used. Both integrated and standalone

packaged solutions are widely available.

Exhibit n-6 presents INPUT'S processing services forecast. This forecast

is considerably lower than the eight percent overall processing services

forecast for all market sectors.

EXHIBIT 11-6

Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector
Processing Services Market, 1991-1996
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A handful of national service bureaus and numerous small local compa-

nies offer slide production services but many corporate users are bringing

the slide-making process in-house after considering such factors as cost,

convenience and control.

• With the widespread availability of PC-based solutions and low-cost

slide making equipment, users are able to produce quality graphic

products in-house with ease.

• When confidential information needs to be converted into slides, going

to an outside services firm is resisted.
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3. Turnkey Systems

Shown below. Exhibit II-7, is INPUT'S forecast for office systems cross-

industry sector turnkey systems.

EXHIBIT 11-7

'I

Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector
Turnkey Systems Market, 1991-1996
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About 30% of desktop publishing packages were sold as turnkey systems

in 1990. DTP can use special hardware to increase productivity and add
new capabilities, such as large-screen monitors and printers, and scanners.

INPUT forecasts a CAGR of 2% for cross-industry DTP turnkey systems

through 1996, which is the same as last year's forecast. This slow growth

is due to a trend among DTP applications software products and turnkey

vendors to port their software to a number of standard hardware platforms.

As this occurs, inventory carrying costs for multiple hardware platforms

become prohibitive.

A very small portion of word processing, lOS and graphics are sold

through cross-industry VARs. Typically, VARs will bundle office systems

products along with other line-of-business or industry-specific applica-

tions software products.
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Competitive Environment

This section discusses the competitive environment for information ser-

vices within the office systems cross-industry sector. Key trends are

discussed. Leading vendors are identified and selected vendors are

profiled.

A
Vendor Characteristics and Trends

EXHIBIT III-1

Exhibit ni-1 outlines vendor characteristics and trends. Discussion of

these and other key points follows.

Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector
Key Vendor Characteristics and Trends

Varying approaches to integration

Increasing product overlap and confipetition

Alliances and acquisitions

1. Varying Approaches to Integration

Although we are beginning to see an evolution to UNIX-based lOSs, with

products such as Alix from Applex and GlobalView from Xerox—UNIX
is not at the forefront of vendor product strategies.

Office systems vendors are approaching user needs for integration and

enterprise-wide solutions by porting their products to Windows, develop-

ing client/server solutions, and are beginning to provide groupware solu-

tions. The competitive environment will change dramatically as lOSs
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continue their evolution from completely host-based systems, to PC
network and client/server solutions that operate under a GUI, to

workgroup or groupware software.

a. Windows

As more users purchase the Windows operating system, shifts in PC-based
applications software products vendor leadership positions may occur.

Effectively porting products to Windows and capitalizing on its function-

ality will take on more significance and be a competitive advantage,

versus "bells and whisties" of the applications software product itself.

Because all vendors' products will essentially have the same ease of use
features, customers will be more willing to switch vendors for the most
solid Windows rendition.

Windows has created an opportunity for word processing vendors to

provide the kinds of functionality which was initially only provided within

DTP products running on Macintosh computers. As word processing

packages take on the ease-of-use features and functionality of what used to

be the sole domain of desktop publishing products, DTP vendors such as

Aldus and Ventura Software will be pitted against WordPerfect, Lotus and

Microsoft.

The DTP vendors will have to adopt a product strategy of increasing

sophistication (which will cause them to compete directiy against elec-

tronic publishing applications software products vendors) and/or broader-

based product lines. The latter appears to be the strategy of choice. For

example, Aldus now has a second, newer, product category it calls busi-

ness communications products; and both Aldus and Ventura Software

have recently introduced data base publisher packages.

b. Client/Server

A prominent trend over the last several years has been a transition away
from host/terminal-based lOSs to client/server-based systems. Data

General, AT&T/NCR, and HP have all modified their lOS products to a

client/server framework. Although DEC's AU-In-l Phase 2 has been slow

in deUvery, DEC recently announced client/server aspects ofDEC AU-In-

1 and is moving away from using the VAX as the server. IBM
OfficeVision client/server products are beginning to appear (OV/2 LAN)
as well. As client/server products gain momentum, RDBMS companies

are entering the fray. For example, Oracle now has its own electronic mail

and word processing packages.

c. Groupware

Office systems is among the first application sectors to embrace the

groupware concept. Examples of groupware activites are:
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• Lotus Notes is the most successful groupware product so far, and one of

the first truly distributed systems. Notes facilitates group communica-
tions for decentralized or geographically dispersed organizations and is

being used to develop and deploy such applications as customer track-

ing, status reporting, and project management. Although it is not spe-

cifically billed as an office system, it is being used for office systems

applications such as information distribution, electronic mail, and col-

laborative discussions or authoring.

• In November Digital Equipment introduced a Windows-based series of

products—TeamLinks—that provide conferencing and videotext ser-

vices across wide-area networks. The initial implementation of

TeamLinks will require VAX servers and Windows cUents. However,
DEC plans to offer the software on Intel-based and UNIX-based servers

next year. DEC will also unveil work flow and workgroup software

applications.

• Microsoft has also recently revealed plans for workgroup applications

software products, which will be one of its central development themes

in years to come.

• WordPerfect Office has also been described as a groupware product.

• Workgroup or collaborative publishing has the ability to spread publish-

ing tasks to different members of a group via a network. Both Aldus and

Quark are integrating aspects of Apple's new operating system—System

^ ' 7.0—with existing products to facilitate cooperative DTP on networks.

As the notion of workgroup software expands, additional companies with

innovative approaches to groupware may enter the office systems market.

2. Alliances and Acquisitions

In a broad sense, an lOS can now be loosely defined as simply multiple

functions of an office nature for multiple users. New kinds of alliances

and ongoing acquisitions reflect this broader definition. They also reflect

a trend towards what used to be separate products increasingly being

incorporated as features within a single system.

Two prominent alliances in the office systems cross-industry sector are the

IBM/Lotus alliance and the Digital Equipment/Microsoft alliance.
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• In June 1991, IBM announced it will market Lotus' Notes and cc:Mail

as part of its office systems family. Eventually these two products will

be more tightly merged into Office Vision. IBM is thereby positioning

itself in the workgroup/collaborative authoring arena. Lotus has become

an IBM International Alliance partner which implies stronger ties than

IBM business partner status.

• In November 1991, Microsoft and DEC strengthened and expanded

their alliance in the office systems arena. DEC will develop and sell

Microsoft applications, such as the Excel spreadsheet and Visual Basic

programming environment, that have been enhanced to work with DEC
software.

Prominent acquisitions that have occurred over the last year include:

• In December 1990, Lotus acquired Samna Corporation of Atlanta—and

its Ami family of word processiong applications software products for

Windows—for $65 million. Ami Pro has become one of the leading

Windows-based word processing products.

• In March 1991, Lotus acquired cc:Mail for $25 million plus contingent

payments based on future performance. cc:Mail is a LAN-based

electronic mail product. It operates as a division of Lotus.

• Software Publishing sold its low-end PES office product line to Spinna-

ker and in early 1991 purchased England-based data base software

maker Precision Software Ltd. Precision Software offers a data base

technology for the Windows environment. Precision Software's 1990

revenues were in the $10 million range.

• Microsoft acquired Consumers Software, Inc. (CSI) of Vancouver B.C.

CSI's Network Courier is an E-mail product for PC LANs.

• Graphics software vendor Micrografx acquired Astral Development

Corp.

• Borland acquired Ashton-Tate in a pooling of interests transaction.

Ashton-Tate provides microcomputer software products for DBMS,
word processing, business graphics, decision support and spreadsheet

applications.

• With AT&T's acquisition of NCR, both firms will merge their lOS

products (NCR's Cooperation and AT&T's Rhapsody).
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B
Product Overlap and Competition

lOSs— To remain relevant to PC-oriented offices, midrange vendors all

have office systems strategies tying their minicomputers to PCs to share

data and, eventually, work cooperatively. lOS is a way to showcase the

fact that minicomputers can interact effectively with PCs. These vendors

will do best in lOS among their existing customer bases.

Word processing— The top three vendors in the word processing segment

are WordPerfect, Microsoft and Lotus. They all have similar customer

sets and offer high-end, Windows-based products.

DTP— In addition to the original winners in DTP—Aldus and Ventura

—

low-end DTP is a valid but increasingly competitive market. Companies
like Springboard Publisher (Minneapolis, MN) and Timeworks (Deerfield,

IL) will have a run for their money.

Leading vendors of each of the application types within office systems are

listed in Exhibit III-2.
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EXHIBIT III-2

Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector
Leading Vendors

Vendor

Integrated

Office

Systems
Word

Processing

Desktop

Publishing Graphics

Adobe Systems X

Aldus X X

Ashton-Tate X

Computer Associates X

Data General X

Digital Equipment X

Hewlett-Packard X

IBM X X X

Lotus X

Micrografx X

Microsoft X X

Software Publishing X

Quark X

Ventura X X

WordPerfect X X

Deneba Software X

Claris X

Symantec (More II) X
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c
Vendor Profiles

This section contains profiles of a sampling of leading vendors to show the

diversity of types of companies and approaches.

1. Aldus Corp., 411 First Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104-2871,

(206) 622-5500

Aldus was founded in 1984 and developed a relatively inexpensive and

easy-to-use software tool that would perform page layout and design

functions on the Macintosh. It later developed PageMaker which still

generates 55% of its sales. Aldus says this percentage will fall to less than

50% in 1992. PageMaker was the first desktop publishing applications

software product on the market and essentially put the Apple Macintosh

on the map. The first Windows version of PageMaker was introduced in

1987.

Aldus is now focused on two product areas—its traditional core product

group for page layout and graphics art design—and the newer category of

business graphics and presentation products like Persuasion.

In recent years, Aldus has been acquiring technology, products and com-

panies in its mission to build a stronger product line and decrease its

reliance on a single product (PageMaker). In February 1990, it made its

largest acquisition to date when it exchanged $26 million in stock for

ownership of Silicon Beach Software, a maker of graphic arts software for

the Apple Macintosh.

Aldus' graphics products now include:

• Persuasion presentation graphics for Windows.

• Freehand drawing program.

• Photostyler for image and photo editing that Aldus acquired in May,

1991 from U-Lead Systems.

All are available in Windows versions.

PageMaker Database Edition, which enables users to easily take data base

files and turn them into published references like catalogs, will ship by

year-end. Aldus acquired the worldwide publishing and marketing rights

to Database Edition from PageAhead Software Corp. (Seattle WA)

Aldus' 1990 revenues were $135 million, a 37% increase over 1989

revenues. Although no product development plans have been announced,

in the future Aldus will probably port its products to UNIX.
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2. Hewlett-Packard, 3000 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, CA 94304,

(415) 857-1501

In June 1990pHewlett-Packard began shipping NewWave Office, an office

system that builds on its NewWare graphical user interface. NewWave
Office lets a system running UNIX, OS/2, or HP's own MPE operating

system act as a server for clients that may include UNIX, DOS, OS/2 and

Macintosh microcomputers. HP just released its second version of

NewWave Office.

HP's object management facility is at the heart of NewWave Office

applications. Through its Object Request Broker, HP is working on

developing a standard protocol for distributed object management which

would be a major event toward distributed object computing.

HP NewWave Office now consists of 28 software products and services

including decision support and information sharing services. It incorpo-

rates client/server software distribution capabilities, support for Novell's

NetWare, platform support for the SCO UNIX System V 3.2, and agent-

and object-based E-mail, networkwide ad hoc query, and terminal emula-

tion capabilities.

With NewWave Office, HP is focusing on three application areas. These

are business intelligence (data gathering), document management-capture

(organize data and documents), and process automation.

r HP recently announced that it has agreed to adopt Microsoft's object

* technology in its NewWave graphical computing environment, and has

essentially abandoned its effort to position its own GUI as a desktop

alternative to Windows. Under the agreement, HP will support

Microsoft's Object Linking and Embeding technology in NewWave
making it possible for OLE applications to run under NewWave.

3. IBM, Programming Systems Division, Sommers, NY,
(914) 766-1900

OfficeVision is the replacement product for IBM's Profs, a mainframe-

based electronic mail product. New functionality for Profs is only avail-

able to OfficeVision users.

OfficeVision is a family of graphical interface applications built on SAA
so PCs can act not only as independent processors but as workstations for

access to mini- and mainframe data and programs. It is designed to run

under all IBM operating systems, including VM, MVS, OS/2, and the OS/

4(X). Each version provides a slightly different package of features.
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Office Vision/2 LAN is IBM's client/server product offering. IBM has

recently begun shipping its Windows client that has the capability to run

OV/2 LAN on a Novell network. All future work for OV^ LAN will be

done on the 32-bit version of OS/2 rather than the 16-bit version.

IBM is positioning itself in the workgroup/groupware arena through the

following IBM/Lotus agreements announced in June:

• IBM will remarket Lotus Notes and cc:Mail as part of its office systems

family. Eventually Notes will be tightly integrated into OfficeVision.

• IBM will license the Notes communications capability and data replica-

tion function for possible inclusion in future releases of OS/2. Notes

functions will eventually become part of the base operating system or an

extended service.

• IBM and Lotus will work toward developing a common E-mail system

and address book for Notes, cc:Mail and OV/2 LAN. They will also

jointly publish APIs for E-mail and an address book that would be

supported across Notes, cc:Mail and all OV platforms.

• Lotus is an IBM international alliance member. This means a higher

degree of integration from a company point of view as opposed to a

business partner. They will jointly develop products and make joint

future announcements.

IBM will incorporate the support of additional independent software

i vendors. Even though it comes from a traditional host-based beginning,

its strongest competitor may end up being Microsoft in all areas of sys-

tems and applications software products.

4. Software Publishing, 3165 Kifer Road, Santa Clara, CA 95051,

(408) 986-8000

Software Publishing Corp. (SPC), founded in 1980, originally focused on

entry level, easy-to-use publishing applications software products. In

recent years, SPC has changed its orientation to a more sophisticated

product line. As part of this transition, in January of this year SPC sold its

Entry Level Series (PFS:) product line to Spinnaker Software Corp. of

Cambridge (MA) in a stock transaction valued at approximately $3.7

million.

Rather than publishing and word processing software, the company's

current focus is on a more broadly-based information presentation and

information access series of applications software products:
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• Harvard Series of presentation graphics and project management prod-

ucts. Harvard Graphics is the leading presentation graphics product for

PCs.

• InfoAUiance Series of products, introduced in September 1990, and

originally for OS/2 and Presentation Manager environments, now also

runs under Windows. InfoAUiance lets users access and combine data

from a variety of sources, including Ashton-Tate's dBase and IBM's

Data Manager. It is billed as a graphical data access application genera-

tor for client/server and standalone environments.

• Professional Series of word processing, data management and spread-

sheet products.

As part of its transition to a more broadly based product line, SPC has

redirected its development efforts away from OS/2 towards Windows. Its

first Windows product. Professional Write PLUS, was introduced in

March 1991. It is also compatible with the Pen Windows Operating

System environment. Windows-based versions of Harvard Graphics and

InfoAUiance software are available as well.

SPC's long-term information access development plans are based on the

client/server model. InfoAUiance is slated for a key role in a new architec-

ture. Other desktop information system products that the company plans

to deUver in 1992 will provide more ways to view and access data.

Fiscal 1990 revenues reached $140.6 miUion. Non-U.S. sales are 23% of

total fiscal 1990 sales.

5. Ventura Software Inc., 15175 Innovation Drive, San Diego, CA
92128, (619) 673-0172

Ventura Software, subsidiary of Xerox Corp., is a leading supplier of

desktop publishing software with its Venture Publisher products for DOS/
GEM, Windows, OS/2 and Macintosh Editions. A likely addition would

be a UNIX-based version.

Ventura's product strategy is to broaden its product line and move up in

terms of sophistication. Its key product directions are:

• Upgrades to Ventura Publisher

• A database front end
• Color extensions

Ventura DataBase Publisher, introduced this summer, enables users to

style and prepare data base information for Ventura Publisher, PageMaker

and Interleaf. Ventura obtained the rights to the software from GTG
Software Ltd., Berkshire, England. GTG will continue development.
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The color extensions software—Ventura ColoPro, Ventura Scan, Ventura

Separator, and Ventura PhotoTouch—are targeted at the mid-range color

desktop publishing market. Ventura's aim is to be the leader in affordable

color prepress capabilities for Windows users. These products were

developed under a technology licensing agreement with Pre-Press Tech-

nologies, Inc. of Carlsbad, CA.

A growing portion of Ventura's sales is international due to the mature

state of the U.S. DTP market. It has native-tongue DTP products in

Australia, Asia, Russia, Sweden, Spain, France, Germany and Portugal.

Ventura has recently gone through a reorganization and has a new presi-

dent at its helm.

6. WordPerfect Corporation, 1555 N. Technology Way, Orem, UT
84507, (801) 225-5000

WordPerfect has built a competitive advantage through technology.

Unlike its archrival Microsoft, it has had a very focused product orienta-

tion and a reputation for high quality in that niche. WordPerfect's focus is

word processing and office systems applications software.

WordPerfect has grown into one of the world's largest PC software mak-

ers on the strength of its flagship word processing applications software

product line for DOS. Now, however, with the shift to Windows, it has to

prove itself in this arena. After repeated delays, WordPerfect for Win-

dows began shipping in November, 1991. In the meantime, sales for DOS
versions of WordPerfect Word have slowed.

Eighty percent of WordPerfect's total revenue comes from the PC Divi-

sion which provides a set of office productivity tools—including

WordPerfect, WordPerfect Office PC, WordPerfect Office LAN,
PlanPerfect, DataPerfect, and WordPerfect Executive— for IBM and

compatible microcomputers.

WordPerfect's relatively new strategy is to port to as many platforms that

seem to make sense. In recent years the company has moved beyond its

MS-DOS roots to support UNIX and other minicomputer environments.

WordPerfect products also run on Apple systems, the Amiga, Atari com-

puters. Data General systems, DEC VAX, IBM 370. Altogether

WordPerfect supports 15 versions of UNIX.

WordPerfect Office was the first LAN-based integrated office environ-

ment developed by a major PC software vendor. Introduced in October

1988, the system offers programs such as WordPerfect, PlanPerfect and

DataPerfect, along with Office Modules that are generally found only in

host-based integrated office systems. These include mail, notebook,

calendar, and scheduler modules. It runs on PC Networks, VAX, Data
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General, Macintosh and UNIX systems. WordPerfect plans to introduce

the system onto other platforms such as UNIX, VMS, Macintosh and

OS/2.

Fiscal 1990 revenues were $452 million, a 61% increase over fiscal 1989

revenues.
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Definition of Terms

A
Cross-Industry Sector Deflnitions

INPUT has identified seven cross-industry or horizontal market sectors.

These sectors or markets involve multi-industry applications such as

human resource systems, accounting systems, etc. In order to be included

in an industry sector, the service or product delivered must be specific to

that sector only. If a service or product is used in more than one industry

sector, it is counted as cross-industry.

The seven cross-industry markets are:

• Human resources

• Education and Training

• Office Systems
• Accounting
• Engineering and Scientific

• Planning and Analysis

• Other (includes sales and marketing, and electronic publishing)

B

Delivery Mode Definitions

Cross-industry application solutions are delivered via applications soft-

ware products, turnkey systems and transaction processing services.

Management support information services such as systems operations,

systems integration and professional services, information delivery ser-

vices and systems software are excluded from cross-industry consider-

ation.
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1. Applications Software Products

Applications software products enable a user or group of users to support

an operational or administrative process within an organization. Examples

include accounts payable, order entry, project management and office

systems. INPUT categorizes applications software products into two

submodes.

• Industry-Specific Applications Software Products - Software products

that perform functions related to fulfilling business or organizational

needs unique to a specific industry (vertical) market and sold to that

market only. Examples include demand deposit accounting, MRPII,

medical record keeping, automobile dealer parts inventory, etc.

• Cross-Industry Applications Software Products - Software products that

perform a specific function that is applicable to a wide range of industry

sectors. Examples include payroll and human resource systems, ac-

counting systems, word processing and graphics systems, spreadsheets,

etc.

INPUT also forecasts the applications software products delivery mode by

platform level: mainframe, minicomputer and workstation/PC.

2. Turnkey Systems

A turnkey system is an integration of equipment (CPU, peripherals, etc.),

systems software, and packaged or custom application software into a

single product developed to meet a specific set of user requirements.

Value added by the turnkey system vendor is primarily in the software and

support services provided. Many CAD/CAM systems and many small

business systems are turnkey systems. Turnkey systems utilize standard

computers and do not include specialized hardware such as word proces-

sors, cash registers, process control systems, or embedded computer

systems for military applications.

Computer manufacturers (e.g., IBM or DEC) that combine software with

their own general-purpose hardware are not classified by INPUT as

turnkey vendors. Their software revenues are included in the appropriate

software category.

Most turnkey systems are sold through channels known as value-added

resellers.

• Value-Added Reseller (VAR): A VAR adds value to computer hardware

and/or software and then resells it to an end user. The major value

added is usually applications software for a vertical or cross-industry

market, but also includes many of the other components of a turnkey

systems solution, such as professional services.
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Turnkey systems have three components:

• Equipment - Computer hardware supplied as part of the turnkey system

• Software products - Prepackaged systems and applications software

products

• Professional services - Services to install or customize the system or

train the user, provided as part of the turnkey system sale

3. Processing Services

This delivery mode includes three submodes: transaction processing,

utility processing, and "other" processing services.

• Transaction Processing - Client uses vendor-provided information

systems-including hardware, software and/or data networks-at the

vendor site or customer site to process transactions and update client

data bases. Transactions may be entered in one of four modes:

- Interactive - Characterized by the interaction of the user with the

system for data entry, transaction processing, problem solving and

report preparation; the user is on-line to the programs/files stored on

the vendor's system.

- Remote Batch - Where the user transmits batches of transaction data to

the vendor's system, allowing the vendor to schedule job execution

,4, according to overall client priorities and resource requirements.

- Distributed Services - Where users maintain portions of an application

data base and enter or process some transaction data at their own site,

while also being connected through communications networks to the

vendor's central systems for processing other parts of the application.

- Carry-in Batch - Where users physically deliver work to a processing

services vendor.

• Utility Processing - Vendor provides basic software tools (language

compilers, assemblers, DBMSs, graphics packages, mathematical mod-

els, scientific library routines, etc.), generic applications programs and/

or data bases, enabling clients to develop their own programs or process

data on the vendor's system.

• Other Processing Services - Vendor provides service-usually at the

vendor site-such as scanning and other data entry services, laser printing,

computer output microfilm (COM), CD preparation and other data

output services, backup and disaster recovery, etc.
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For a more complete discussion of INPUT'S information services industry

structure and market sector definitions please refer to INPUT'S Definition

ofTerms found in the overview binder of the Market Analysis Program.
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Forecast Data Base

Exhibit B-1 provides INPUT'S user expenditures forecast for information

services sold in the office systems cross-industry sector.

EXHIBIT B-1

Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector

User Expenditure Forecast by Delivery Mode, 1990-1996

($ Millions)

Growth CAGR
1990 90-91 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 91-96

Delivery Modes ($M) (%) ($M) ($M) ($M) ($M) (M) ($M) (%)

Sector Total 2,117 11 2,352 2,705 3,075 3,532 4,061 4,652 15

Processing Services 38 -3 36 34 32 30 28 26 -6

- Transaction Processing 38 -3 36 34 32 30 28 26 -6

Turnkey Systems 65 2 66 67 69 70 72 74 2

Applications Software 2,014 12 2,250 2,604 2,974 3,432 3,961 4,552 15

- Mainframe 160 2 163 164 165 170 173 176 2

- Minicomputer 557 14 634 720 820 935 1,065 1,190 13

- Workstation/PC 1,297 12 1,453 1,720 1,989 2,327 2,723 3,186 17
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Exhibit B-2—Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector 1991 Data Base

Reconciliation—^reconciles INPUT'S 1990 forecast with this year's fore-

cast.

EXHIBIT B-2

Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector

1991 MAP Data Base Reconciliation

($ Millions)

Delivery Modes

1990 Market 1 995 Market
90-95

CAGR
per data

90 Rpt

(%)

90-95

CAGR
per data

91 Rpt

(%)

1990

Report

(Fcst)

($M)

1991

Report

(Actual)

($M)

Variance from

1990 Report

1990

Report

(Fcst)

($M)

1991

Report

(Fcst)

($M)

Variance from

1990 Report

($M) (%) ($M) (%)

Total 2,162 2,117 45 -2 4,189 4,061 128 -3 14 14

Processing Services 38 38 29 28 1 -3 -5 -6

Turnkey Systems 65 65 72 72 2 2

Applications Software 2,059 2,014 45 -2 4,088 3,961 127 -3 15 14
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Related Reports

Related reports of possible interest to the reader include:

1. U.S. Markets

• Cross-Industry Market Reports
- Accounting Sector, 1991-1996

- Human Resources Sector, 1991-1996

- Engineering and Scientific Sector, 1991-1996

- Planning and Analysis Sector, 1991-1996

- Education and Traning Sector, 1991-1996

- Office Systems Cross-Industry Sector, 1991-1996

• U.S. Application Solutions Market Analysis Report, 1991-1996

• i7.5. Processing Services Market Analysis Report, 1991-1996

• U.S. Industry Sector Markets, 1991-1996(15 reports on all major indus-

try sectors, e.g., insurance)

2. European Markets

• The Western European Marketfor Computer Software and Services,

1991-1996

• Trends in Processing Services-Western Europe, 1991-1996
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